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ABSTRACT: Sulfur (S) isotope fractionation by sulfate-reducing microorganisms
is a direct manifestation of their respiratory metabolism. This fractionation is
apparent in the substrate (sulfate) and waste (sulfide) produced. The sulfate-
reducing metabolism responds to variability in the local environment, with the
response determined by the underlying genotype, resulting in the expression of an
“isotope phenotype”. Sulfur isotope phenotypes have been used as a diagnostic
tool for the metabolic activity of sulfate-reducing microorganisms in the
environment. Our experiments with Desulfovibrio vulgaris Hildenborough (DvH)
grown in batch culture suggest that the S isotope phenotype of sulfate respiring
microbes may lag environmental changes on time scales that are longer than
generational. When inocula from different phases of growth are assayed under the
same environmental conditions, we observed that DvH exhibited different net
apparent fractionations of up to −9‰. The magnitude of fractionation was weakly
correlated with physiological parameters but was strongly correlated to the age of
the initial inoculum. The S isotope fractionation observed between sulfate and sulfide showed a positive correlation with
respiration rate, contradicting the well-described negative dependence of fractionation on respiration rate. Quantitative modeling
of S isotope fractionation shows that either a large increase (≈50×) in the abundance of sulfate adenylyl transferase (Sat) or a
smaller increase in sulfate transport proteins (≈2×) is sufficient to account for the change in fractionation associated with past
physiology. Temporal transcriptomic studies with DvH imply that expression of sulfate permeases doubles over the transition
from early exponential to early stationary phase, lending support to the transport hypothesis proposed here. As it is apparently
maintained for multiple generations (≈1−6) of subsequent growth in the assay environment, we suggest that this fractionation
effect acts as a sort of isotopic “memory” of a previous physiological and environmental state. Whatever its root cause, this
physiological hysteresis effect can explain variations in fractionations observed in many environments. It may also enable new
insights into life at energetic limits, especially if its historical footprint extends deeper than generational.

■ INTRODUCTION

Stable isotope analysis can monitor microbiologically catalyzed
reactions in the environment where the progressive enrichment
of heavy isotopologues in metabolic substrates and their
depletion in the corresponding wastes (known as “fractiona-
tion”) can be used to constrain degradation rates of
contaminants by indigenous microbial populations.1−8 The
progressive isotopic enrichments and depletions observed in
the environment reflect cellular-level fractionations that depend
on a microorganism’s physiological response to the local
environment9−11 as well as the underlying genotype12,13 and
can thus be thought of as a phenotypic trait.14 While the sulfur
isotope phenotype of sulfate-reducing microorganisms has been
widely used to constrain microbial activity in modern and
ancient marine sediments,9,15−18 the ubiquity of aqueous sulfate
in many continental aquifers19,20 means that S isotope
fractionation is a critical tool for monitoring the functioning
of microbial populations in these environments. For example, in
aquifers that contain petroleum hydrocarbons, sulfate reduction

contributes significantly to hydrocarbon decomposition and
sulfur isotope fractionation can be used as a proxy to estimate
rates of sulfate reduction, and hydrocarbon consumption in
situ,3,21−23 providing a tool for estimating the effectiveness of
bioremediation in contaminated aquifers as well as the potential
“souring” of petroleum reserves. The underlying assumptions
that enable sulfur isotope fractionation to be used as a probe of
subsurface microbial activity are (1) genotype variations
between environments and in time have no important impact
on the S isotope phenotype, (2) the magnitude of isotope
fractionation responds rigorously to environmental conditions,
and (3) microbial isotope fractionation responds rapidly to
environmental changes.
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The first assumption has been the focus of studies
investigating the standing variability of genotypes in nature
and its influence on fractionation,13 as well as studies focusing
on the importance of evolution to fractionation.24 The second
assumption has been tested through repeated measurements in
batch cultures,24 chemostats,25 and retentostats11 and are
largely confirmed in directionality and magnitude. Observations
that lead to the generally held third assumption, that microbial
isotope fractionation responds instantaneously to environ-
mental change, are widespread. For example, pure cultures of
Archaea that perform chemolithotrophic methanogenesis show
isotopic fractionation magnitudes that differ between exponen-
tial and stationary phase,26 suggesting that the transition time
between the exponential and stationary phase is long enough
for the isotope phenotype to reflect the changing conditions.
Similar conclusions can be drawn for carbon and hydrogen
isotope fractionation in pure and cocultures of hydro-
genotrophic methanogenic or acetogenic microbial cultures
with H2,

27,28 for carbon isotope fractionation due to
experimentally controlled rate limitation by CO2 supply to
cyanobacteria,29 for carbon isotope fractionation by methano-
trophs,30 for S and oxygen isotope fractionation during pyrite
oxidation by Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans,31 and for S isotope
fractionation by sulfate reducing bacteria in batch culture and
retentostats.9,11,32−34

Despite indications for rapid organismal responses to
changing environmental conditions, striking differences in
physiology are evident throughout a batch cycle and may
measurably affect the isotope phenotype. For instance, it has
been observed that the past short-term history of cells affects
nitrogen isotope fractionation during denitrification,35 suggest-
ing that physiology of microorganisms may not respond
instantaneously to changing environmental conditions. Fitness
optimization and stress responses of microbes in fluctuating
environments may be capable of driving such decoupling in
physiology and environment.36−38 Cellular metabolic systems
with turnover times exceeding the lifetime of a cell will respond
to environmental changes on time scales potentially longer than
the microorganism’s generation time39 and would thus
decouple the isotope phenotype from the one expected based
on environmental state, at least temporarily. Such lags in the
response of microbiological isotope fractionation could
confound laboratory experiments looking at the relationship
between fractionation and environmental changes, unless they
were run under conditions of balanced growth.24,40 Likewise,
isotopic lags could also have profound implications for
interpretations of the behavior of natural microbial populations
from stable isotope fractionations. For example, repeated
acetate amendments aimed at inducing uranium bioremediation
in contaminated aquifers have shown hysteresis in sulfur
isotope fractionation on a time scale of years.41 While such a lag
in S isotope fractionation has been attributed to the stimulation
of microbial growth (and successful bioremediation), a
decoupling of growth physiology from environmental change
may also impart a lag in S isotope fractionation, leading to
erroneous interpretations of the response times of natural
microbial population to environmental stimulation. The
decoupling of growth physiology and environment may also
result in the large range of microbiological fractionations
observed in replicate measurements of batch culture (see Figure
1).
Motivated by these concerns, we designed an experiment

aimed at isolating the isotopic response of cells with differing

physiology to new environmental conditions. Different
physiological states were accessed by transferring cells from a
pure culture of a sulfate-reducing microorganism (SRO),
Desulfovibrio vulgaris Hildenborough (DvH) in various stages
of batch-culture growth to fresh media. If the isotope
phenotype responded instantaneously to a change in environ-
mental conditions, all cultures should produce the same isotope
phenotype in the assay conditions (the fresh media). However,
if pre-existing physiology plays a role in shaping the isotope
phenotype, then cells with physiology adapted to an environ-
ment closely resembling the assay conditions (early to mid
exponential phase) and cells adapted to significantly different
environmental conditions from the assay conditions (late
exponential to stationary phase) should fractionate isotopes
differently. If the isotope phenotype is delayed because the
physiology of the cells does not adjust instantaneously to the
assay conditions, the isotopic discrimination should reflect, at
least in part, the cell’s changing physiology, its past physiology,
and the environmental conditions under which it was
previously growing. The experimental approach offers a simple
measure of the speed at which the isotope phenotype reflects
the new environmental conditions. Our results support the
latter scenario, resolving what may be a short-term decoupling
of the S isotope phenotype from bacterial physiology, with
implications for measurements of isotope fractionation in pure
cultures and in nature.

■ METHODS
Choice of Model Organism. DvH is commonly used as a

model organism to investigate the evolutionary, physiological,
enzymatic, genetic, and growth characteristics of sulfate-
reducing bacteria.42−47 Experiments have shown that pop-
ulations of DvH can express a wide range of S isotope
fractionations that vary predictably with the rate of sulfate
respiration.25 Recent models of S isotope fractionation can
reproduce the observed S isotope signatures produced by
DvH14 and suggest that these signatures reflect intracellular
metabolite levels, thereby providing a mechanistic framework
for interpreting the resulting fractionations.

Growth Media. All experiments were performed in a Tris-
buffered chemically defined medium (MOLS4) that consists of
30 mM Na2SO4, 60 mM C3H5NaO3, 8 mM MgCl2, 20 mM
NH4Cl, 2 mM K2HPO4−NaH2PO4, and 30 mM Tris-HCl, as
well as solutions of trace elements, Thauer’s vitamins, and
rezasurin as an oxygen indicator.48 The pH was adjusted to 7.2
with HCl. 80 mL of MOLS4 was placed into 120 mL serum
bottles for the assays. Bottles were crimp-sealed with chloro-

Figure 1. Histogram of 34ε measurements on pure cultures of
Desulfovibrio vulgaris Hildenborough under identical environmental
conditions.24 The uncertainty from individual measurements is much
smaller than the array obtained, suggesting that a source of variability
is not taken into account.
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butyl rubber stoppers, and the headspace was purged of O2 by
flushing with pure N2 gas. After purging, individual crimp-
sealed medium bottles were sterilized in an autoclave.
Characterization of Sulfur Isotope Fractionation. Five

mL of culture was transferred into N2-purged and sterilized
serum bottles containing 80 mL of sterile growth medium and a
magnetic stir bar. The assay bottles were vigorously stirred
while being simultaneously purged with pure N2 gas for 2 h to
remove any sulfide that was carried over with the inoculum.
Repeated tests showed that the sulfide blank in the assay
medium after purging was <5 ppm. Immediately after purging,
we took a sample (labeled t0) to characterize the initial S
isotope composition of the sulfate in the medium. Assay
cultures were incubated at 33 °C and shaken at 110 rpm. We
halted cell growth and sulfate respiration by adding 10 mL of an
acidic 4% (wt/vol) zinc acetate solution once enough sulfide
was produced for a reliable isotope measurement, typically
when <20% of the initial sulfate had been consumed (anywhere
between 5 and 19 h depending on the initial cell concentration)
or to obtain a measurement at a given stage of the growth cycle
depending on the experiment. This also preserved the sulfide
that had been produced since t0 as ZnS. This sample (labeled
t1) provided the S isotope composition of the product sulfide as
well as the residual sulfate. Samples were frozen at −20 °C until
subsequent purification steps.
For sulfur isotope analysis, the frozen medium was allowed

to thaw and transferred to 50 mL falcon tubes, and sulfate and
sulfide were separated by centrifugation for 10 min at 5000g.
The ZnS formed a dense pellet that could be easily separated
from the liquid medium. Approximately 0.05 mmol of sulfate
and sulfide were processed separately. The sulfate was
chemically reduced to sulfide with 15 mL of Thode solution
(a mixture of 32:15:53 HI, H3PO2, HCl)

49 at 100 °C in a
stream of N2 for 1.5 h, which carried the sulfide gas to a zinc
acetate trap quantitatively trapping it as ZnS. The same
apparatus was used for the sulfide sample, but a 6 M solution of
HCl was used to produce sulfide gas in lieu of Thode solution.
We then added a few drops of AgNO3 (0.1 N) to convert the
recovered ZnS to Ag2S. The Ag2S was separated by filtration
through a 0.2 μm filter which was rinsed with 1 M NH4OH and
then three times with 50 mL of distilled water. The filtrate was
scraped off the filter and dried in an oven at 80 °C overnight.
We reacted the Ag2S with F2 gas for 12 h in a Ni reaction vessel
at 250 °C generating SF6 which we subsequently purified by
cryo-separation at −120 °C and then through two GC columns
(2 m Haysep Q and 2 m Molsieve 5A) with a He carrier gas at a
flow rate of 20 mL/min. The SF6 peak was monitored by a
thermal conductivity detector which allowed us to isolate the
purified peak on a trap at −192 °C. The isotopic composition
was then determined on a Thermo Electron MAT 253 dual
inlet isotope ratio mass spectrometer. The data are reported in
delta notation, standardized to the Vienna-Canyon Diablo
Troilite international reference scale (V-CDT).

δ = − ×
‐

⎛
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The mass spectrometric uncertainty (1σ) on individual δ34S
measurements is better than 0.05‰.
In order to correct for the mass-balance consequences of a

closed system within a batch culture, three isotopic measure-
ments were required to characterize the S isotope phenotype.
We used (1) the initial isotopic composition of the starting

sulfate (t0,SO4
) when characterizing net isotope fractionation or

the closest previous measurement of sulfate to the time of
sampling (tx−1,SO4

) when characterizing stepwise isotope
fractionation; (2) the isotopic composition of the sulfate at
the time of sampling (tx,SO4

), and (3) the isotopic composition

of the sulfide up to the time of sampling (tx,H2S).
First, the fraction of sulfate remaining in the culture at tx ( f)

can be calculated from isotopic mass balance, which means that
the isotopic composition of the total sulfide produced will be
equal to that of the starting sulfate when the reaction goes to
completion ( f = 0). This results in
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The fractionation factor (34α = 34RSO4/
34RH2S) was calculated

with a Rayleigh distillation correction while assuming isotopic
mass balance between sulfate and sulfide15,16,50
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The fractionation factor for 34S−32S is expressed as, 34ε,
where

ε α= − ×( 1) 100034 34
(4)

The uncertainties on f and 34ε values were estimated through
a Monte Carlo simulation.24

Measurement of Exponential Growth Characteristics.
Exponential growth characteristics and S isotope fractionation
share strong physiological controls through the shared influence
of cell-specific sulfate reduction rate. This necessitates that
exponential growth characteristics are determined during the
same experimental assay as fractionation. As a result, our
exponential growth characteristics are based on sampling points
at the beginning and end of the isotope assay as repeated
sampling of the growing cultures would violate isotopic mass
balance.
Specific growth rates (k in day−1) of exponentially growing

cells were calculated as

=
−
−

k
C C

t t
ln( ) ln( )1 0

1 0 (5)

where t0 is the time of the initiation of the experiment (in
days), t1 is the first sampling time (in days), and C0 and C1 are
the cell concentrations (in cells mL−1) at these times. We
estimated cell concentrations by measuring the optical density
(OD) of an actively growing culture at 600 nm. Each OD
measurement was performed in triplicate. The OD measure-
ments were converted to cell concentrations via a single
constant conversion factor (11.4 × 108) obtained by counting
individual cells in dilute, DAPI-stained aliquots of actively
growing evolved lines with an epifluoresence microscope. Our
cell concentrations were comparable to previously published
estimates of exponentially growing DvH in identical growth
conditions.51 Analytical uncertainty estimates on growth rate
were propagated from the uncertainty on measurements of OD
(Table S1).
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Determinations of yield (Y, in 106 cells per μmol SO4
2−

consumed) and cell-specific sulfate reduction rate (csSRR, in
femtomoles SO4

2− consumed per cell per day) were based on
concentrations of hydrogen sulfide produced by exponentially
growing cultures. Concentrations were measured with a
commercial sulfide kit based on the colorimetric method of
Cline (1969). Absorbance was measured on a Genesys 10S
UV−vis spectrophotometer at 670 nm. The spectrophotometer
was calibrated with mixed standards of dissolved sodium sulfide
and zinc chloride that were reproducible to ±0.1 mM.
Once H2S concentrations and cell numbers were measured,

we estimated yield during exponential growth as

=
−
−

×Y
C C

[H S] [H S]
1

10
x

x

0

2 2 0
6 (6)

where C0 and Cx are the cell concentrations at the initiation of
the experiment and at later sampling times, respectively, [H2S]0
is the concentration of H2S (in mM) at the initiation of the
experiment, [H2S]x is the concentration of H2S (in mM) at
later sampling times, and the factor of 106 adjusts the units of
yield to 106 cells per μmol SO4

2−. This expression assumes a
1:1 stoichiometry between SO4

2− consumed and H2S
produced. The csSRR during exponential growth was calculated
from estimates of growth rate and the yield as

= ×k
Y

csSRR 103
(7)

where the factor of 103 adjusts the units of csSRR to
femtomoles SO4

2− per cell per day.
Sulfur Isotope Fractionation in Batch Culture. We

measured sulfur isotope fractionation over the course of a batch
cycle through a serial sacrifice experiment. Thirteen replicate
batch cultures of DvH were inoculated, and individual cultures
were terminated every 2 h for sulfur isotope characterization.
This procedure enabled us to investigate whether cultures
grown for increasing lengths of time, and had used
incrementally increasing fractions of sulfate, exhibited different
sulfur isotope phenotypes.
Response Time of the Sulfur Isotope Phenotype. To

resolve the response time of the S isotope phenotype to a
change in environmental conditions, we utilized two batch
cultures of DvH. At various times during the growth cycle
(Figure 2), 5 mL was retrieved from a batch culture and
transferred into fresh media. We refer to the time an aliquot
from the batch culture was sampled as the inoculum “age”. The
response time assay consisted of growing inocula of various
ages under the same environmental conditions and measuring
their characteristic sulfur isotope fractionation prior to
significant consumption of sulfate in the media. To ensure
results were replicable, two batch cultures separated by a few
weeks were assayed for how inoculum age might impact the S
isotope phenotype (DVH1 and DVH2). DVH1 was assayed
over the entire growth cycle (7 to 55 h), while DVH2 was
assayed more extensively in the exponential phase (6 to 24 h).

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Isotopic Fractionation during a Growth Cycle in Batch

Culture Reflects Changing Environment-Microbe Dy-
namics. The S isotope compositions of sulfate and sulfide over
a batch cycle tend toward heavier compositions as the fraction
of sulfate remaining decreases (Figure 3). Sulfate δ34S values
increased from a minimum of 0.04 ‰ (the starting isotopic

composition of the sulfate) to a maximum of 27.8‰ at the final
sampling. The δ34S of the cosampled sulfide increased from
−7.60‰ (the initial sulfide) to −1.80‰ at the final sampling.
Although the sulfate and sulfide profiles resemble a closed-
system, irreversible Rayleigh enrichment (e.g., ref 52), there are
marked deviations from a Rayleigh model. A single
fractionation factor, which appears to describe the overall
trajectory of the results when f > 0.5 (34ε = −7.5 ‰ ± 0.9 ‰),
provides an increasingly poor fit when f < 0.5 (Figure 3). The
mean 34ε over increasingly longer growth intervals has a
calculated minimum of −6.8‰ and maximum of −9.9‰. The
minimum fractionation is associated with f values closest to 1,
and the maximum fractionation is associated with the smallest f
values.
The mean 34ε calculated from t0 to tx reflects an average of

the net fractionation over a given range, but a calculated
stepwise 34ε value conveys a better representation of the
instantaneous fractionation at a given point (that is for a given

Figure 2. Illustration of the experimental workflow for determining the
response time of the sulfur isotope phenotype. A batch culture (green
bottle) progresses from early exponential phase through early
stationary phase. Subsamples of this culture are transferred into new
fresh medium at various time points (red arrows) where the
fractionation assays are performed (red bottles). Inset graph: Small
black circles clustering correspond to optical density measurements in
real-time during a batch cycle, while the large blue circles are
measurements of the protein content in a batch culture57 and relate
the batch cycles between the two studies.

Figure 3. S isotope data (y-axis) from sulfate (orange squares) and
sulfide (purple squares) as a function of the fraction ( f) of sulfate
remaining (x-axis). Gray lines are Rayleigh curves calculated using a
constant 34ε over the entire f interval, while the dashed black line is a
model with a progressively changing 34ε that follows the actual
trajectory of the batch culture. The 34ε indicated in black correspond
to the fractionation factor that best reproduces the trajectory within
the indicated interval.
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f) in the batch cycle. The stepwise 34ε reflects the average mass
dependent isotopic discrimination over a short interval
(between tx and tx−1), that we can relate to the true isotope
phenotype of the cells. When calculated in this way and
compared with the net 34ε (Figure 3), our method of estimating
the isotope phenotype reveals large 34ε variations over the
batch cycle of 30 h. In the early f values ( f > 0.7), fractionation
appeared largely constant at roughly −7.5‰ (Figure 3). It is
later in the batch cycle that the changing 34ε becomes
important. When f < 0.5, the measured stepwise 34ε varied
between −11.6 and −18‰ (Figure 3). Shorter steps of f than
measured in this study would likely lead to even larger
estimates for these stepwise fractionations. The array of 34ε
measurements illustrates the wide range of isotope phenotype
that a single species of sulfate-reducing bacteria can manifest
over a growth cycle in batch culture. Similarly, large variabilities
in 34ε are evident when Desulfovibrio desulfuricans is grown
under molybdate-inhibited and uninhibited conditions.34 As S
isotope fractionation reflects cell physiology, the plasticity in
isotope phenotype implies changes in physiology, which likely
reflects a response to changing environmental conditions.
The Isotope Phenotype (34ε) Responds to Inoculum

Age. In this study, f-values during the S isotope fractionation
assay were kept between 0.98 and 0.85 in order to avoid
experimental biases from S mass balance (see Figure 3). The
underlying assumption in this approach is that during the initial
stages of the batch cycle, environmental conditions do not vary
enough to affect 34ε estimates. This approach is consistent with
previous studies. For instance, only measurements at f-values
>0.8 were used to measure S isotope fractionation associated
with growth of pure cultures of DvH, ensuring consistency of
the fractionation factor.24 Similarly, only f values >0.8 were
used with growth of DMSS-1 in pure cultures.50 The lack of
large variations in 34ε is also evident in the batch culture assay
when f > 0.75 (Figure 3). The inoculum age experiments also
support this conclusion. Variations in f between 1 and 0.85 do
not lead to a systematic effect on 34ε (Figure 5A) (F1,17 = 0.176,
p = 0.68). Therefore, in our inoculum age assay, the variations
in 34ε observed are controlled by another variable.
There is a strong covariation between inoculum age and 34ε.

Inocula whose age varied from 6 to 55 h produced progressively
larger 34ε, from −0.9 to −9.2 ‰ (Figure 4). Not only was this
covariation evident between the low 34ε measured in the
exponential phase (−0.9‰ to −5.1‰) and the relatively high
34ε of stationary phase (−7.9‰ and −9.2‰), but the apparent
dependence of 34ε on inoculum age also exists within each
phase, albeit with different sensitivities. Replicate experiments
(DVH1 and DVH2) largely confirm the relationship of 34ε with
inoculum age in the exponential phase with the exception of the
anomalously small 34ε values measured in the earliest stages of
the DVH2 experiment (−0.9‰ and −2.6‰ at 6 and 8 h
respectively). In spite of these early differences, the relationship
between age of inoculum and the measured 34ε is significant
over the entire range measured in both the DVH1 and DVH2
experiments (F1,17 = 91.5, p < 0.001). We take this as evidence
that the magnitude of 34ε is positively correlated to the age of
the inoculum. The physiological differences associated with
these changes in the isotope phenotype appear to be retained
and expressed even when the microbial population is
transferred to a fresh environment.
Inoculum Age Results in Small Differences in Growth.

In the DVH2 experiment (the only experiment that was
monitored for primary metabolic signals), growth rate varied

between 3.5 and 5.4 day−1. Higher growth rates were associated
with older inoculum ages (F1,12 = 15.0, p < 0.01). Yield varied
between 40.1 and 61.6 × 106 cells/μmol SO4

2−. csSRR varied
between 59.5 and 109.9 fmol/cell/day (Figure 6) and is similar
to previous measurements of DvH growth rate under the
similar experimental conditions.24 The relationship between
yield and 34ε is not significant at the 95% confidence level, but
those between csSRR and 34ε (F1,9 = 20.5, p < 0.01) and
between growth rate and 34ε (F1,9 = 7.5, p < 0.05) are. The
nature of the relationship is counterintuitive, however, as
increases in measured growth rate and csSRR are associated
with larger 34ε, the opposite of what is typically observed (e.g.,

Figure 4. Measurement of the isotope phenotype, 34ε (y-axis) as a
function of inoculum age (x-axis) in the DVH1 (green) and DVH2
(orange) experiments. Uncertainty on measurement is approximately
proportional to the size of the symbol (0.14‰).

Figure 5. A: 34ε as a function of the fraction of sulfate reduced before
inactivation of the culture. B: 34ε as a function of the starting cell
concentration.
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ref 25). This suggests that inoculum ages affect isotope
phenotypes by mechanisms other than the well-described
negative dependence of 34ε on csSRR, and, in fact, may
overprint it. If the isotopic response to changing conditions
were interpreted solely on the basis of the isotope signatures
produced and our current knowledge of the response of 34ε on
csSRR, they would be interpreted as a decrease in the cellular
metabolic rate upon environmental change, when, in fact, the
environmental change leads to an increase in metabolic rate.
Although our model organism grows without a lag phase in

the media utilized,24 the initial cell density at the start of the
isotope assay covaries with inoculum age because fixed volumes
of inoculum were used. Thus, fewer cells were available to
reduce sulfate when starting with a young inoculum than with
an older inoculum. The starting cell densities are only available
for the DVH2 experiment, where the concentration of cells in
the youngest inoculum was 1.2 × 108 cells/mL but 6.3 × 108

cells/mL in the oldest inoculum. Incubation times decrease as
inoculum age increases (from 19 h at an inoculum age of 6 h to
5 h at an inoculum age of 24 h) because it takes less time to
reach an f value that allows collection of enough material for
analysis. The correlation between initial cell concentration,
which will determine the incubation time and 34ε is significant
(F1,8 = 20.6 p < 0.01). If there were a density-dependence in the
initiation of growth,53 a slow transition to exponential growth
could have led to an underestimate of growth rate and thus
csSRR at younger inoculum ages. Although future work should
attempt to standardize the starting population size to
completely eliminate this possibility, the 4-fold range in starting
populations, and their relatively high population densities53 (cf.

∼106 cells/mL), led us to look elsewhere for an explanation of
our results.

The Inoculum Age-34ε Covariation Can Be Explained
by Carryover of Enzymatic up-Regulation from Late
Stages of Growth. Our data show that 34ε increases as the
DvH batch culture ages (Figure 3). Increasing S isotope
fractionation throughout batch growth cycles of Desulfobacter
latus under high sulfide concentrations was proposed to reflect
increasing reversibility of dissimilatory sulfate reduction during
sulfide accumulation.32 Although classic examples, such as pure
cultures of Nitrosomonas europea oxidizing the entire pool of
substrate (NH4

+) to a single product (NO2
−),54 seem to reflect

a near-constant fractionation factor, our results support
observations that microbial isotope fractionation by SRO over
the course of a batch culture can deviate from a simple Rayleigh
model (Figure 3). Enhanced reversibility due to external sulfide
accumulation, however, is unlikely to explain our observations
as the increase in 34ε with increasing batch culture age is
preserved when the cells are transferred to a new, sulfide-free
environment (Figure 4) while residence times for sulfide in the
cell are too rapid (≈minutes) for intracellular sulfide
accumulation to explain the isotopic carry over.
Carbon monoxide and hydrogen are readily produced by

pure cultures of DvH upon inoculation in a new medium. This
“fermentation burst” is interpreted as a delayed response of the
cells’ S metabolism relative to their carbon metabolism.55 When
these conditions occur, there are two electron donors to
consume: the provided substrate (e.g., lactate) as well as the
fermentation products (CO and H2). Carbon monoxide and
hydrogen are consumed preferentially to lactate in wild-type
DvH.55 Since SRO produce low 34ε values when H2 is
consumed,10 this physiological response may explain the
inoculum age - 34ε covariation seen here. However, the H2 in
the headspace after inoculation of pure cultures of wild-type
DvH in lactate/sulfate media hovered around a maximum of
100 ppm.55 In our batch experiments, this would translate to a
maximum accumulation of ∼1 μmol of H2 or, since it takes 4
H2 to reduce sulfate to sulfide, ∼0.25 μmol of sulfide through
fermentation. Since we recovered >44 μmol of sulfide in all our
assays, H2 oxidation must have only played a small role in the
reduction of sulfate in our experiments. While the isotopic
response to a “fermentation burst” would be in the same
direction that we observed, it is orders-of-magnitude too small
to explain our results.
In our experiment, older inocula with a demonstrably higher

34ε in batch culture (Figure 3) carry that higher 34ε over to the
pristine conditions provided during the isotope fractionation
assay (Figure 4). Since the population goes through multiple
generations while fractionation is being assayed, this suggests
that the physiological controls on 34ε are carried over from
previous culturing conditions and do not respond instanta-
neously to environmental change. The driving force for this
carryover of the isotope phenotype may be evident in temporal
transcriptome studies of sulfate reducing bacteria in batch
culture. In pure cultures of Desulfovibrio vulgaris, energy
metabolism and sulfate reduction, including genes encoding
for AprAB and DsrAB, are only slightly down-regulated in the
stationary phase relative to the exponential phase.56 Specifically,
when DvH is transitioning from exponential to stationary phase
(Figure 2), only sulfate transport proteins appear to vary
significantly.57 We evaluated the isotopic consequences of up or
down regulating enzyme expression with a quantitative model
that tracks net isotope fractionation in DSR as a function of

Figure 6. 34ε as a function of growth rate (A), yield (B), and cell
specific sulfate reduction rate (C). Error bars indicate propagated 1σ
uncertainties. Gray arrow indicates the trajectory of increasing
inoculum age.
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concentrations of intracellular metabolites. Intracellular metab-
olites, in turn, are governed by the extracellular milieu, enzyme
kinetic parameters (including enzyme numbers), and the
identity of the electron carriers transferring electrons to APS
reductase and sulfite reductase.14,58 Specifically we asked
whether (1) variations in the level of activation of sulfate to
APS, via changes in the amount of sulfate adenylyl transferase
(sat), or (2) variations in the level of sulfate uptake, via changes
in the numbers of sulfate transport proteins, could lead to the
fractionation observed. The underlying hypothesis behind this
exercise was that a metabolic stasis preserves for several
generations the isotopic signature reflective of a past environ-
ment. Such a carryover of phenotypic traits into a new
environment has been observed before: E. coli inocula from
various stages of growth, for example, have different affinities to
glucose.59

Varying the maximum rate of enzymatic reaction (Vmax) for
sulfate activation by 50-fold is capable of producing the
trajectory observed in our data set (Figure 7A). The isotopic
response to changes in Vmax for activation (analogous to a
change in the total numbers of sat per cell by the same factor)
shows high sensitivity to small changes when 34ε is relatively
small and a less sensitive region that requires large changes
when 34ε is larger. Thus, low relative sat values have a large
impact on 34ε because activation becomes the rate-controlling
step, leading to the suppression of fractionation from all
downstream steps. On the other hand, a high Vmax for activation
associated with a greater amount of sat releases this constraint,
moving the rate-limiting step downstream in the respiratory
network. As a result, any additional increase in Vmax for sat has
only a limited ability to affect the net 34ε value associated with
DSR. In the temporal transcriptomic experiment that most
closely resembles the growth conditions of our inocula,
however, no change was reported in sat expression levels
during the transition into stationary phase.57 In other temporal
transcriptomic experiments, in fact, sat is down-regulated by
more than 4-fold in stationary phase relative to exponential.56

Thus, it appears that varying sat levels in the manner required
to reproduce our data (Figure 7A) is an unlikely explanation.
In the case of sulfate uptake, varying Vmax associated with

transporting sulfate into the cell by ≈2-fold (analogous to
increasing the relative number of sulfate permeases per cell by
the same factor) can explain the entire range of 34ε values
observed in our study as well as in a previously published study
performed under the same strict experimental protocol (Figure
7B).24 Of the three putative transporters in the sulP family that
were differentially expressed by DvH between exponential and
stationary phase (DVU0053, DVU1999, and DVU0279),57

only DVU0053 is associated with sulfate transport, while the
other two are more likely related to transmembrane carboxylate
transport.60 The putative sulfate transporter, DVU0053,
displays a 2-fold increase in expression when DvH transition
from exponential phase into early stationary phase,57 a variation
that compares well with the calculations presented here (Figure
7B). Thus, we hypothesize that up-regulation of sulfate
permeases as the celluar population moves from exponential
into stationary phase, and maintenance of the resulting
enhanced sulfate transport capacity after transfer into a different
environment, is a plausible mechanism to explain the inoculum
age-34ε covariation reported here (Figure 7B). All else being
constant, enhanced sulfate uptake would lead to greater
reversibility in the initial step in DSR, which would result in
overall amplification of the intrinsic fractionations in the

downstream steps of the pathway. Although sulfate-reducing
bacteria can apparently switch rapidly (<2 h) between high
affinity and low affinity transporters when sulfate concen-
trations drop to ultralow levels (<500 μM),61 evidence for the
multigenerational regulatory lag implied by our hypothesis is
less clear. However, the 2-fold increase in the relative
expression of DVU0053 took place over 12 h,57 a broadly
similar time frame to that represented by our isotope assays.
Future studies should investigate the sulfate transporter
frequency upon the onset of new environmental conditions
and their resulting role in controlling the reversibility of the
DSR metabolism and thus 34ε.
Maintaining levels of enzymes (and a corresponding 34ε)

reflective of past environmental conditions may be an
anticipatory response that confers a selective advantage when
the environment changes.37,62,63 For example, Vibrio cholerae
evolved a strategy whereby as it transits through the digestive

Figure 7. Increasing sulfate uptake and activation Vmax (analogous to
varying relative enzyme concentrations) leads to variations in the 34ε −
cell-specific sulfate reduction rate trajectory which are consistent with
inoculum age (orange circles, orange arrow shows inoculum age
directionality) and with previous measurements of DvH in identical
environmental conditions (blue circles).24 Gray contoured lines are
the trajectories for equivalent Vmax of sulfate activation (panel A) and
sulfate uptake (panel B). Numbers on the gray lines indicate the
relative fold changes in Vmax relative to the starting scenario (1×; 6.48
× 1017, and 2.39 × 1020 mol cell−1 s−1 for sulfate activation and sulfate
uptake, respectively).
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track of a host, it induces genes that increases its fitness outside
of its host, in advance of being confronted with external
environmental conditions.64 Similarly, maintaining up-regulated
sulfate permeases might reflect adaptation to an environment
where fluxes of electron donors and acceptors are not highly
variable, and therefore finely tuned control on the production
of permases, which would presumably incur significant
energetic investment, would be unnecessary if the flux changes
are only temporary. Such an evolutionarily conserved metabolic
rigidity may also be a root cause of strain-specific 34ε.12,14

Implications for the Use of Stable Isotopes in
Environmental Studies. In our study, we have observed
that a delayed metabolic response produces 34ε values that are
positively correlated with metabolic rate, contradicting the
established 34ε-rate relationship first reported over five decades
ago.10 Should the delay we have observed in our study manifest
itself in the environment, it would produce a shift in 34ε that
requires the exact opposite interpretation from the conven-
tional expectation. For example, secondary oil production is
confounded by significant dissimilatory sulfate reduction when
seawater is injected into a previously isolated oil reservoir in
order to extract oil, leading to reservoir “souring” by H2S.
Tracking the isotopic evolution of sulfate can monitor this
process because of the large 34ε associated with microbial
sulfate reduction. However, a critical criterion for reservoir
monitoring via sulfur isotope fractionation is the application of
a 34ε value that appropriately reflects in situ sulfate reduction
rates.22 A larger-than-expected isotopic response of the in situ
microbial population to this new supply of sulfate could lead to
significant underestimates of in situ sulfate reduction rates and,
in-turn, to the impact of souring on the quality of the extracted
oil. Although the response time observed in our study (hours to
days) contrasts with the typical sampling intervals of environ-
mental studies (days to years), microbial turnover times in our
experiments are a matter of days, while in the environment,
microbial turnover can occur much more slowly (up to
thousands of years).65 If the isotopic shift that we have
observed is indeed preserved over generational time scales, the
slower generation times in natural microbial populations could
make it of concern to long-term environmental monitoring
studies.
The substrate changes in our experiments may have varied

more rapidly and dramatically than they may in environmental
settings. However, the slower microbial turnover in these
environments could exacerbate the issues identified here. For
example, organic substrate amendments have been used to
promote sulfate reduction, prevent oxic conditions, and lower
aqueous uranium concentrations in contaminated aquifers, but
this process can also produce an isotopic hysteresis where
changes in S isotope fractionation lag behind substrate
addition.41 Although such a feature can be explained by the
population dynamics of the indigenous microbes, our results
suggest an alternative possibility. In particular, the isotopic
hysteresis after substrate addition could reflect the multigenera-
tional enzymatic carryover identified here. Once “primed” by
the initial amendement, the indigenous microbial population
would exhibit a less dramatic cellular-level lag time in response
to subsequent substrate additions. Testing this possibility will
require new tools for investigating protein production and
turnover in natural microbial populations.
Modeling of our experimental results suggests that adjust-

ment of sulfate permease levels lags behind environmental
changes, leading to the observed decoupling between environ-

mental conditions and the expected S isotope phenotype.
Ultimately, the scenarios invoked above and, in turn, the
relationship observed between 34ε and inoculum age are likely
the result of a long-lived but transient cellular state, reflecting a
sluggish response of the dissimilatory sulfate metabolism to a
change in environment. As our results suggest this response
extends for multiple generations beyond the initial environ-
mental change, it should be taken into consideration when
measuring 34ε values in laboratory experiments, when applying
34ε values derived from lab experiments to the natural
environment, and when interpreting the isotopic response of
natural microbial populations to environmental changes.
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